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Data Analysis, also known as analysis of data or data analytics, is a process of 

inspecting, cleansing, transforming, and modeling data with the goal of discovering 

useful information, suggesting conclusions, and supporting decision-making.

- Source: Wikipedia
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What is Data Analysis?



Data Analysis, also known as analysis of data or data analytics, is a process of 

inspecting, cleansing, transforming, and modeling data with the goal of discovering 

useful information, suggesting conclusions, and supporting decision-making.
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What is Data Analysis?



Tasks Goals

inspecting discovering useful information

cleansing conclusions

transforming

modeling
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What is Data Analysis?



- like toolbox

- for repetitive tasks

- focus on actual work

- efficiency
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Frameworks



Spark Zeppelin

inspecting inspecting

cleansing discovering useful information

transforming conclusions

modeling
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Back to business



- Framework

- Distributed Data Analysis

- MapReduce principle

- free

- maintained by the Apache Foundation
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What is Spark?
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- Programming Model

- Introduced by Google

- Multithread optimized

- multiple Petabytes supported

What is MapReduce?

Source: https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/python/images/mapreduce_mapshuffle.png



- Resilient Distributed Datasets

- Caching

- improved fault-tolerance

- cyclic analysis
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Spark vs. MapReduce
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Spark Components

source: https://weidongzhou.wordpress.com/2015/09/08/hadoop-hdfs-mapreduce-and-spark-on-big-data/



Achieved:

- cleansing

- transforming

- modeling

Missing:

- discovering useful information

- drawing conclusions

- inspecting data

Our plain output from spark is unintuitive and 

unreadable for humans.
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Are we finished?



- interactively analyze data

- various supported interpreters

- visualizes data and interpreter state
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Visualization - Zeppelin



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?
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Load Data Code Picture (maybe with one record? )
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Backup Slides



Zeppelin SQL Output Diagrams
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Backup Slides



Zeppelin SQL Output Diagrams
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Backup Slides


